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Bonze AnneRose Blayk started to run into "serious problems in her life"
subsequent to foiling the efforts of parties employed by IBM/ISSC to subvert
systems security for the State of Michigan while she was employed by
Millennium Computer Corporation, working to implement the "Michigan
Access Program" Single-Sign-On System, which made it possible for the
employees of Michigan's various bureaus to log on to a number of systems
hosted on mainframes using a single password - like Facebook, right?
AnneRose was the person who guaranteed that the implementation of DES,
the Digital Encryption Standard, which was used to keep the passwords
transmitted from the IBM/ISSC host computer in Boulder, Colorado,
SECRET:
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Compromising the DES standard by modifying just the one byte in the
standard which the clown/traitor in Boulder wanted changed - "I could crack
DES with a pocket calculator!" - would apparently have made it significantly
easier to crack the codes and harvest passwords using a "known plaintext"
attack; this is not entirely clear to me, because "I am NOT a mathematician
expert in encryption systems!"
I just happen to be aware - as a competent systems engineer - that if IBM
and the NSA spent a couple of years wrangling over every tiny detail in the
translation of IBM's "Lucifer" encryption system into a common standard
usable in industry, that EVERY TINY DETAIL MATTERED.
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"God is in the details." - Mies van der Rohe
- barmayden AnneRose Blayk
-- Wife Aspirant to Lenora Quvus
PS: The power of a known-plaintext attack relies - naturally - on having
strings of text embedded in an encrypted transmission that are known to the
attacker before attempts are made to decrypt a message. This can be
readily facilitated by having a "suit" (or "bureaucrat" in non-geek language)
demand the insertion of a message declaring that DIRE CIRCUMSTANCES
SHALL MEET THOSE WHO TRANSGRESS UPON THE SANCTITY OF
THIS MESSAGE, as in this example culled from emails received by
BADTRIPRECORDS.BIZ:

English (US) · lingua latina · Deutsch ·
Español · Português (Brasil)
Privacy · Terms · Advertising · Ad Choices
· More

· Cookies

Facebook © 2016

"The information contained in this e-mail is confidential, may be privileged
and is intended solely for the use of the intended recipient. If the reader
of this message is not an intended recipient, then you are hereby notified
that any review, use, dissemination, forwarding or copying of this message
is strictly prohibited. Please notify us immediately by reply e-mail or
telephone, and delete the original message and all attachments from your
system. Thank you."
Great stunt, huh?
(smh)
- barmayden
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Michael Earl Saunders / for lack of a better place to post it -- i have a small
shitload of daily newspaper clippings about the "housing crisis" in the area to
stuff and mail sometime, all ranging frmo wtf to double wtf, the back to normal
endless battles about "rentalcontrol" and zoning etc etc
but the overview macro-economic articles are elsewhere. i strung a whole
bunch of them into a Vancouver friend's (one of many() posts about their own 2
million metropolisi's near-insane housing crisis -- but their post won't link since
it's a nes paper aritlcle, NOT a "photo" (with URL)
i belieev i may have already "exceprpted" some of the salient points of the Xtreme crazy area's housing crisis that i'm right in the middle of
http://www.sfchronicle.com/.../Bay-Area-building-boom-may...
"Assuming a steady growth path over that time period, the Bay Area would
have created about 206,000 jobs and 136,000 housing units between January
2011 and now."
"In reality, the Bay Area created about 531,000 jobs but permitted only 94,000
housing units, said Lisa Vorderbrueggen, a spokeswoman for the building
association. To make up for the deficit and keep pace with the new workers,
she figures the Bay Area needs to permit “considerably more than 27,000 per
year.” Something on the order of 40,000 units per year."
..

Bay Area building boom may not end
housing shortage
SFCHRONICLE.COM

Like · Reply · Remove Preview · Yesterday at 6:21am
Michael Earl Saunders
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/San_Francisco_housing_shortage

San Francisco housing shortage - Wikipedia, the free
encyclopedia
Starting in the 1990s, the city of San Francisco, California and the
surrounding San Francisco Bay Area have faced a serious housing
shortage. As of October 2015, San Francisco has had the highest rents of
any major US city.[1] The nearby city of San Jose, California had the fourth
highest rents, an...
EN.WIKIPEDIA.ORG
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Michael Earl Saunders http://www.mercurynews.com/.../school-districts...

Housing crisis: Bay Area school districts
struggling to retain teachers
MERCURYNEWS.COM

Like · Reply · Remove Preview · Yesterday at 6:27am
Michael Earl Saunders http://www.huffingtonpost.com/.../bay-area-housingcrisis...
" NPR recently profiled teachers around the country working in expensive
communities, including Tara Hunt, who commutes two hours to her job at a
Palo Alto elementary school and wishes she could move closer.."
“This is where all the tech jobs are. And it’s pushing out your community
helpers,” she said. “The cost of living just keeps going up and up.”
"Hunt, who has taught for 16 years, told NPR she spends more than half of her
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income on rent. "

The Cities Where A Six-Figure Income Is
Barely Enough To Get By
HUFFINGTONPOST.COM | BY KATE ABBEY-LAMBERTZ

Like · Reply · Remove Preview · Yesterday at 6:29am
Michael Earl Saunders .
six figure bla bla bla. until my $320/mo $4k/year pension kicks in (in fixed
dollars same as 1992 as the giant merger ripoff when the Sisters of Providence
Health Care System flushed Providence's pension liability down the
rathole...about $30million got nuked, when i posted the entry adjusted "present
value" back into civil war dollars for the corporate office up in seattle.
so until next may 1st -- my AGI is $19,000. (1580./mo social security). and yes
the line of people who would gladly kill me in order to get a 1080/mo mortgage
plus as $5500/year property tax bill...oh jezz, it's endless.
since my future 23,000/year doesn't make fifty cents of a dent in the property
tax payment yearly -- it will take about 2% (rounding up) interest income (all of it
non taxable at ground zero starting at this opnit) on my IRA/s to cover the
property taxes. and JUNE 30THJ bi=yearly TIPs interest income -- right on
target, about $2,700 on my YTD after TIPS paid their first of two yearly
payments, the june 15th.
"but how do you get by with a car that is 27 year years old?" easy. one tank of
gas a month, on average. not quite 4,500 miles driven in the alst 2,400 months.
EVERYTHIG i need is right here, or within max of 20 miles (places i have to dig
through once a year north and south). well, 40 miles each way for san jose
camplbell rasputin's 8,000 50-cent lps (i brought home a tidy 125 of them
almost 80 or 90 of them for me).
getting the home loan approved (by fannie mae) required legal smoke-andmirrors... three monthly withdrawals from my IRA (per instructons) of 2,000/mo,
to make it look like i had 24k year of additional income, above and beyond the
tax returns' mid-20's of AGI since age 62 in 2014 (counting unusually high Sch
E adn SChC music income, at that). i was in texas (day 2 of the december trip)
when everything went thorough.
weirdo outdoor gig (12 consecutive bands each day, between the two stages
stradlnig each other's starting time back/forth) in a real ampitheatre (and
massive PA brought in). like a giant backyard party (over 1,5000 people spilling
way up into the "woods" beneath endless giant trees past the last rows of the
concrete s=greekian seats.
, when we played a 3:30pm 40 nminutes set, for a dinky $2,700 dollars not
pesos. (being a garage-rock oriented festival NOT punk, there was exactly one
of their favorite punk rock bands each day )and ye the Mummies "headlined" on
the day we layed, although all billings were arbitrary. being more of an "event"
neat-park tons-of-trees and shade, gathering, rather than band-specific or
genre-specific. (ten years ago, it was sputtering around from club to club as a
Budget Rock all-week festival until the promoter stumbled upon the giatn park
that's just on the other side of the 580 freeway from whre i worked those 14
years in oakland).

Like · Reply · Yesterday at 6:55am · Edited
Michael Earl Saunders instead of switching off, Slve To My Dick (me druming)
was held until the very last song, saem as a 2nd billed set we played a month
prior on a big band's gig.
but eight, none songs into the set, everything stopped and i played/sang (with
quiet electric guitar) STP Not LSD, one man band style, to the loutdoor living
room. and there was one HOG HAT right donw up front, in the front row of
bodies...weeird.
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Bonze AnneRose Blayk Michael Earl Saunders, I was in Economics and absolutely NONE of the failures of
development in "underbuilt suburbs" will constitute "news to me," OK? I understand
your predicament, and hope you can manage it so it works out alright…
Meanwhile over here, I'm being subjected to social ostracism because, because,
ahhh… "these people" (the ScumLords of the local music scene, you know, "critics"
and the like) are morons and believe anything they see that has an OFFICIAL
MENTAL HEALTH RECORD stamp on it?
So my efforts to help prevent other poor souls from accidentally getting fucked over
by an adverse drug reaction to Trazodone is for nought: "Surely the REAL experts
would have caught this! AnneRose is a FRAUD, and is just making excuses for being
a violent criminal!"
---> Noam Chomsky was right: college education in the modern era is more about
indoctrination than education.
"Dysthacans believe in PreCrime" - TRUE - Screen Shot 2016-07-13 at 6.17.02 AM
… just how Americans came to believe that Preventive Detention for those diagnosed
with "mental illness" is a great idea, well,
---> BigPharma / State Psychiatry PROPAGANDA
Every time some whack-job obtains a firearm and goes ballistic on a bunch of people,
it gets splattered all over the headlines, even though the experts on spree killings
advise the media NOT to do that - PUBLICITY is the primary motivation for spree
killers, and the annual death toll due to spree killings is about equivalent to that
caused by [lightning strikes] etc. The people who become hysterical over the risks of
such an event should be avoiding air travel "if they were rational about risk calculation
_ceteris paribus_" - but spreading "The fear of fear itself" is a primary tool employed
by The Powers That Be to keep people in line.
--- I guess Charles Whitman '65 in the UT Library Tower inoculated those of us who
attended the University of Texas against the (very very low) risk that somebody was
going to try that stunt again… the Tower was still open at the top when I was first
attending UT Austin in 1974, but they closed off access to the observation deck soon
after because
"Jumpers"
And that's Bad Publicity, right? Cornell Inc. has made it clear they want jumpers to go
jump off somebody else's bridges, "there are plenty of gorges to jump into around
here, stay away from ours because we don't want to be sued by some dumbass
parent who thinks an average suicide ratio for a Top Ten university is evidence
CORNELL IS EVIL AND MUST PAY PAY PAY because your kid made a very bad
decision!" - yeah, some guy did this. (His kid was "perfect" unlike everybody else's,
because he's already loaded.)
OK, for the "sick joke" that necessarily attends such a discussion, "Brother Mel" - the
guy who had the room next door to me in Jester Center 1243, and actually managed
to LOSE money dealing pot? - he came up with The Winner - it's a cartoon, OK?
There's the Tower in the background, and a jumper SPLAT on the pavement, and
there are the judges in the foreground holding up the signs:
- '9'
- '7'
- '8'
- '9'
- '10'
Funny, eh?
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Bonze AnneRose Blayk "there was one HOG HAT right donw up front"
I should start wearing the Hog Hat while ambling about town, in order to
establish that I am really, really nuts! "Then maybe someone will call the Men in
White Coats and get this lunatic some help!"
LOL - "Crazy like William Jefferson Clinton, YEAH BABY!"
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(the song title would be "Gimme Some Hog Head" or "Gimme Some Head,
Hog" or something similar - you should take ten minutes sometime and crank it
out! - LOL)
- barmayden

Like · Reply · Yesterday at 7:28am · Edited
Bonze AnneRose Blayk David Roth - for the DES-related content posted above:
Yes, the people who were frustrated in their attempt to undermine the systems
security of the State of Michigan were very, very upset with me, and yes, they
have connections to a surviving faction of NSDAP supporters, racists and
genocidaires within IBM, and yes, ultimately… they're lurking behind ALL of my
poisonings, from the Prozac/Trazodone Adverse Drug Reaction of 1997 to the
PCP poisonings in 2002 and 2003, and more recently the Adderall poisonings
of Oct. 2004 and March 2015.
Horrific, eh? Indeed.
thanks,
- barmayden
PS: And just to underscore the notion - apparently ridiculous to some locals
who don't seem to get that "some competent systems programmers appear to
be totally off the wall" - I've updated the BADTRIPRECORDS webpages with
some background information on just how methodically I was kicking ass in the
20-year development span of COMET, to the point where prior to the PCP
poisoning of 2003 I was set to be moving into the $100,000/year income range
from sales of dataComet-Secure.
http://badtriprecords.biz/.../testify/cometmonger/index.html
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